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Abstract. We present a theorem concerning the representation of solutions of

a first-order partial differential equation in terms of a complete integral of the

equation. We discuss the geometrical significance of that theorem.

1. Introduction

This note deals with the representation of solutions of a first-order partial

differential equation in terms of complete integrals. A subject much discussed

in many monographs on partial differential equations is generation of various

classes of solutions by forming envelopes of families consisting of the graphs

of solutions making up the complete integral. Less thoroughly studied is the
question of whether, given a complete integral, the graph of any particular solu-

tion can be represented as an appropriate envelope. Addressing that issue, some
authors point out difficulties in making general statements, while others make

statements that contain flaws. This article attempts to fill gaps in the existing

literature on the subject and to rectify erroneous assertions.

2. Representation of solutions

Let M be an open subset of R", and, for each k £ N, let Ck(M) be the
space of all real functions on M that possess continuous partial derivatives of
order < k . Given u £ Cx (M), let jo(u) : M -* M x R be the 0-jet of u over

M defined by

Uo(u)](x) = (x, u(x))        (X£M)

and let jx(u): M —> M x R x R" be the 1-jet of u over M defined by

[jx(u)](x) = (x,u(x), —(x),... , g^(x))       (X£M).

Let N be an open subset of M x R x R" and F e CX(N). With N and F
there is associated a first-order partial differential equation on M defined as
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the set E of those points (x, u, p) in N for which

(1) F(x, u,p) = 0.

(This non-standard definition of a first-order partial differential equation ap-

pears natural from the standpoint of the theory of jet bundles (cf. [Lye]). While

our exposition will not resort to results of that theory, some notation and phras-
ings will allude to the possibility of ensconcing the material presented within
the framework of jet bundles.) Let Q be an open subset of M. A function

u £ Ck(£l) ( k £ N) is said to be a Ck solution of (1) on Q if the image of fi
under jx(u) lies in E, that is, [jx(u)](Ci) c E. Let *p be an open subset of
R" . A function G £ C2(M x <p) is called a complete integral of (1) on M x <p
if

(Cli) for each F e ty, the function G> from M into R given by

Gp(x) = G(x,P)       (x£M)

is a C2 solution of ( 1 ) on M ;
(Clii) for each x £ M and each F e ty, the rank of the matrix

dG        d2G
dPi      dx\dP\

dG d2G
LdP„      dx¡dP„

o2G
dx„dPt

d¿G
lx„dP„   J

(X,P)

is equal to « .

We have the following.

Theorem. With M, N, F, and <p as above, let G be a complete integral of
(I) on M x <p, and let x° £ M, u° £ R, p° £ R" , and F° e <p be such that

(2)

(3)

(dF)(x°,u°,p°)¿0,

lMGpo)](x°) = (x°, u°, p°).

If u is a Ck (k = 1,2) solution to (I) on an open neighbourhood Q c M of
x° with

(4) [;'i(")](*u) = (*u,"u,fu),

then there exists an open neighbourhood U cQ of x° anda Ck~x function f

from U into <p such that

(5) f(x°) = P°

and, for each x £ U,

(6) [7. (")](*) = [7i(C7/w )](*).

Moreover, if for some open neighbourhood V c M of x°, a continuous function
g from V into ty satisfies (5) and (6), then g and f coincide on an open

neighbourhood V c V n U of x°.
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Proof Let tpG be the function from M x <p into E given by

<Pg(x,P) = [MGp)](x)       (X£M, Feq3),

and let n be the natural projection from M x R x R" onto M. We claim that

there exist open neighbourhoods W c M of x°, 9s c ty of P° , and %f c N
of (x°, m° , p°) such that:

(i)  F n ^ is a 2«-dimensional C1 submanifold of A7 x R x R" ;
(ii) the restriction of tp g to W x A? is a C1 diffeomorphism from W x £?

onto Fn^.

Indeed, in view of (2), there exists an open subset *2A of N containing
(x°, u°, p°) such that (i) holds.

In view of (Clii), the mapping cpG has rank 2« at all points in M x <p ; that

is, the differential (dtpG)(x, P) of cpG(x, P) at every point (x, P) £ M x <p
has rank 2« . By the continuity of cpG , there exist open neighbourhoods W c
M of x° and 3° c <p of F° such that <pG(W x &>) is contained in Er\ÎA.
Now (i) and the inverse function theorem ensure that, if necessary, one can

shrink W, £P , and ^ so that (ii) holds. The claim is established.
Let u be a Ck ( k = 1, 2) solution to ( 1) on an open neighbourhood Q c M

of x° satisfying (4). Then jx(u) is a mapping of class Ck~x, and [jx(u)](U) c

£fl^ for some open neighbourhood U c W n Q of x° . Let « be the natural
projection from Mxip onto ^3. Define a C*~l function / from U into <p

by setting

/(*) = {r¡otp-xo [jx(u)])(x)       (x£U).

In view of (ii), this definition makes sense. It is easy to see that / satisfies (5)

and (6).
Suppose now that g is a continuous function from an open neighbourhood V

of x° into ¥ satisfying (5) and (6). Then there exists an open neighbourhood

V c V n U of x° such that g(V') c 3a. Since, for each x £ V, we have

(x, g(x)) £Wx&, [jx(u)](x) £ EnW, and tpG(x, g(x)) = [jx(u)](x), it
follows from (ii) that, for each x £ V, g(x) = (n o cp~x o [jx(u)])(x), and

hence g(x) = f(x).   o

The above theorem permits reduction of the problem of finding C2 solutions
of (1) to that of solving a system of quasi-linear equations, namely, system (9)

given below. In fact, if « is a C2 solution to (1) on an open subset U c M

such that (6) holds for some C1 function / from U into ?ß, then, for each

x £ U,

(7) u(x) = G(x, f(x))

and

(8) í%i{x) = o%i{X>f{x))       t1^")-

Differentiating (7) gives

||W = ||(,,/W) + t||(,,/W)MW     (,<,<„),
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which together with (8) yields

;=1        J

In turn, if / is a Ck ( k = 1, 2) function from U into ^3 satisfying (9),

then clearly u given by (7) is a Ck solution to (1). There are instances when

(9) can easily be handled. For example, under the assumption that / has

constant rank at each point in U, (9) can be reduced to a system of algebraic

equations (as we shall see shortly). Observe that for a given C2 solution u,

the corresponding function / is, as a rule, merely of class C1, whereas for a
given C1 function /, the solution given by (7) is of class C1 but usually not

of class C2. Thus, in each particular case of employing (9) to solve (1), the

question of differentiability of solutions requires a separate treatment.

We close this section by remarking that the conjunction of conditions (2),
(3), and (4) constitutes a germ of the representation embodied by equations (5)
and (6) of such a form that the difficulty in generating a result like the above
theorem, mentioned in [CH, p. 25], can be overcome.

3. Envelopes

Let Q be an open subset of R" , A be a topological space, {va: a £ A} be

a family of functions in C'(Q) indexed by A , w be a function in Cx(£l),

and / be a continuous function from Q onto A such that L7i(v/(x) )](•*) =

\Ji(w)](x) for each x £ Q. Then the graph of w over Q, [Jo(w)](Q.), is the

envelope of the family of graphs {\jo(va)](£l): a £ A} with selector /. This

means that given a point (x,w(x)) in [Jo(w)](Q.), (x,w(x)) is also a member
of [Jo(Vf(X))](&), and, with both [j0(w)](£l) and [Jo(Vf(X))](&) envisaged as
subspaces of Í2 x R, the tangent spaces to [jo(w)](il) and Uo(vf{x))](Q) at

(x, w(x)) coincide.
Retaining the notation from the above theorem, suppose that u is a C2

solution to (1) on an open neighbourhood U c M of x° such that (5) and

(6) hold for some C1 function / from U into <p. Then, according to the

previous paragraph, the graph [jo(u)](U) is the envelope of the family of graphs
{[Jo(Gp)](U): P £ f(U)} with selector /. If, for some open neighbourhood

V c U of x°, the rank of / at every point x £ V is an integer Ác independent

of x (so that f(V) isa k -dimensional C1 submanifold of ty), then the graph

\Jo(u)](V) is the envelope of the fe-parameter family {[Jo(GP)](V): P £ f(V)}
with selector /, where the qualification " k-parameter" refers to the index set
f(V) being a fc-dimensional C1 submanifold of ^3. Assuming that / has
rank k at every point in V, we now briefly analyse various cases that arise
for different values of k. In doing so, we follow a pattern employed in many
monographs on partial differential equations. For the sake of simplicity, we

assume that V coincides with U, that is, / has rank k at every point in U

itself.

Case 1. If k = 0, then f(x) = F° and u(x) = G(x, P°) for all x £ U.
Hence, the graph [Jo(u)](U) is identical with the graph [Jo(GPa)](U), and as
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such may be identified with the envelope of the O-parameter family consisting

of one single element [Jo(GPo)](U).

Case 2. If 1 < k < n — 1, then, by shrinking U if necessary, one can repre-

sent the graph [Jo(u)](U) as an envelope of a Ac-parameter family of the form

{Uo(GR(a))](U): a £ A} , where A is an open subset of R^ and R (a -» R(a))

is a C1 function from A into <p. Indeed, let 7 be a set of integers ix, ... , ik
with 1 < i'i < ■ • ■ < ik < « such that the function g¡ defined by

gl(x) = (fh(x),... ,fik(x))       (X£U)

has rank k at x°, and let J be the complement of 7 in {1, ... , «} consist-

ing of integers jx, ... , j„-k with 1 < jx < ■ ■ ■ < jn_k < « . An inspection of

the standard proof to the rank theorem reveals that there exists an open neigh-

bourhood U' c U of x° such that g¡ has rank k at each point in U' (so

that, in particular, A = g¡(U') is an open subset of Rk) and a C1 function

cpj = (<pjt, ... , <Pj„_k) from A into R"~k such that, for each x £ U',

(10) fj(x) = <Pj(gl(x)) (J£J).

Let JR be a C1 mapping from A into <p given by

r>, \       \ak        if k £l , .        ..
R(a^ = \ „,„s   -t t/= r (as A).

[tpk(a)   if Ac € /

Since g¡ has rank k at each point in U', it follows from (9) that, for each

X£U',

(11) ||(x, R(gI(x))) + £ ||(x, R(gl(x)))d^l(gI(x)) = 0       (i£ I).

These equations immediately imply that the graph \jo(u)](U') is the envelope
of the family {[Jo(GR(a))](U'): a £ A} with selector g¡. It is worth noticing

that if cpj is assumed to be known, then (11) can be used to determine g¡
in a purely algebraic way (e.g., by employing the implicit function theorem),

and next (8) and (10) can be used to generate a solution to (1). Details ofthat

construction can be found in many monographs on partial differential equations

(cf. [CH, §1.4.2; Dou, §2.6.1; Sne, §2.7]).

Case 3. If k = « , then f(U) is an open subset of ip and the graph [jo(u)](U)

is the envelope of the «-parameter family {[jo(Gp)](U): P £ f(U)} with se-

lector /. Interestingly, in this case the function / is determined in a unique

fashion in the vicinity x°, and so too is u. More precisely, we have the fol-

lowing.

Proposition 1. With M, N, F, and <p as above, let G be a complete integral

of (I) on Afx<p, x° £ M, UcM be an open neighbourhood of x°, F°e*p,

and f be a Cx function from U into ty satisfying (5) and (9), and having
rank « at each point in U.Ifi for some open neighbourhood V c M of x°, a

Cx function g from V into ip satisfies (5) and (9), and has rank « at each
point in V, then g and f coincide on some open neighbourhood V c V n U

of x°.
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-(x,/(x)) = 0      (1 <;<«).

Proof. For each x £ U, (9) and the fact that / has rank « at x imply that

Hence, in view of (Clii),

d2G

(13)

d2G
dXidP,

d2G
dx¡dP„

dx„dP]

d2G
dx„dP„

(x,f(x))¿0.

Differentiating (12), we obtain

d2G
(14) -(x,/(x)) + £

dXidPj" ,JK "   £^{dP}dPk
(x,f(x))de(x) = 0

dx¡

(!</<«,     1 <;'<«).

This together with (13) shows that

a2G     ...      a2G
dP¡dPi dPndP,

dlG alG

\aPxdP„ dP„dPn

Now (5), (12), and (15) imply that

dG

(x,f(x))¿0.

(16)

and

(17)

dP,
(xu,Fu) = 0      (!<;<«)

d2G
dPldPl

d2G
dPidPn

d2G
dP„dP^

d2G
dP„dP„

(xu, Fu) ¿ 0.

Suppose that for some open neighbourhood V c M of x° , a C1 function g

from V into ?ß satisfies (5) and (9), and has rank « at each point in V. Then

g also satisfies (12). The existence of an open neighbourhood V c V n U of

x° such that g and / coincide on V now follows from (16) and (17) upon

applying (the uniqueness part of) the implicit function theorem.   □

Any C2 function u given by (5), where G is a complete integral of (1) and

/ is a C1 function from an open set U c M into ip satisfying (9) and having

rank « at each point in U, is called a singular solution to (1). It is easy to see

that every singular solution u satisfies, along with (1), the system of equations

(18)
dF

dp.
(x,u,p) = 0       (!</<«).

In fact, differentiating the relation

Fo([jx(GP)](x)) = 0
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yields

n

d^([MGp)](x))^-(x,P) + g g(rj^)K*))^(x, P) = o

(i <;'<«)■

Using the latter identity together with (6), (12), and (13), we readily find that
u indeed satisfies (18). The system consisting of (1) and all of the equations

(18) can be used to obtain a characterisation of singular solutions that makes
no appeal to complete integrals (cf. [CH, §1.4.3; Dou, Assertion 1.6.3]).

4. An example

It may happen that, for any open neighbourhood U of x°, the rank of / at
a point x £ U varies as x runs over U, and so f(U) is not a C1 submanifold
of ip. Below we present an example elucidating this possibility. Not taking into

account that, for any open neighbourhood U of x°, f(U) may fail to be a

C1 submanifold of *p has resulted in a flaw in a statement in [Sne, p. 61]

specifying all possible types of envelopes with which to represent the graph of

a given solution. (According to that invalid statement, every envelope falls into

one of the three categories discussed in the previous section.)

Our example will reveal a situation in which, given an integer k with 1 <

k < n - 1, for any open neighbourhood U of x° the rank of / is equal to k

at each point in U \ {x0} and drops to k - 1 at x°.

Example. Let « be an integer with « > 2, M = {(xx, x2, ... , x„) £ R" : x2 ^

0} , <p = R", and

(19)
/   n .    n

EXiPi - r >,P,- - M     if « > 3 ,
., 2h " (X£M,  U£R, p£Rn).

xxpx + x2p2 - u if « = 2

F(x,u,p) = <

It is easy to see that the function G given by

C7(x ,P) = <

n *        it

YxiPi-^yp2 if«>3,
tí 2h (xeM, P£°ß)

,xxPx +x2P2 if « = 2

is a complete integral of (1), with F given by (19), on M x <p. Let k be an

integer such that I < k < n - I, x° £ M be such that x° = 0,

k+\

(xfY   if k > 2 ,
i=3

0 if k = 1 ,

u°=l2^^

p° and F° be such that pR = Pf = 0 for i £ {1, 2} u {j £ N: k + 2 < j < «} ,
and pf = Pf = x° for 3 < i < k + I. Then, clearly, (2) and (3) are satisfied.
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Moreover, the function u given by

{j k+\

x\xA2 + - y^ x2   if k > 2 , .       '
12      2~i (xeM)

x\x^2 if k=l

is a C2 solution to (1), with F given by (19), on M satisfying (4). Let U c M
be an open neighbourhood of x°, and let f =(fx,... , /„) be a C1 function
from U into ^p satisfying (6). Since, for each x e Í7,

||(x,/(x)) = /(x)       (1 </<«),

it follows from (8) that

/i (x) = 3x2x2-2, f2(x) = -2x\ x2-3,

f(x) = x¡   if 3 < i < k + 1,       /(x) = 0   if Ac + 2 < / < «.

It is easy to see that the rank of / is equal to k at every point in U \ {x0}
and is equal to Ac - 1 at x° . Moreover, it is clear that all the intersections of

f(U) with sufficiently small open disks centered at F° take the form

{(3f2,-2f3,f2,... ,tk,0,... ,0)6R":

f?(4f2 + 9) + (f2 - x30)2 + ••• + (<*- x°k+x)2 < 0}

if Ac > 2 and {(3f2, -2f3): - ô < t < ô) if k = 1 for suitable positive
<5's. Thus, when k > 2, f(U) has a cuspidal edge at points of the form

(0,0, t2, ... , tk,0, ... ,0) and, when k = 1, f(U) has a cusp at F°. Con-
sequently, f(U) is not a C1 submanifold of <p in the vicinity of F°.

We close this section by showing that the above example cannot be extended

to Ac = « for a fundamental reason.

Proposition 2. With M, N, F, and ?ß as above, let G be a complete integral
of (I) on M x ty, U be an open connected subset of M, and f be a Cx

function from U into ip satisfying (9) and having rank « at some point in U.

Then f has rank « at each point in U.

Proof. Let D be the set of those points in U at which / has rank « . Clearly,

D is an open non-empty subset of U. Repeating the argument from the proof

of Proposition 1, we see that (12) and (14) hold for every point in D. Let

D denote the closure of D in U. By the continuity of / and the first-order

derivatives of G, (12) is also valid for every point in D. Similarly, the conti-

nuity of / and the second-order derivatives of G ensure the validity of (14)

for all points in D. Now, comparison of (12) and (Clii) shows that (13) holds

for every point in D. Furthermore, (13) and (14) imply that / has rank « at

each point in D. Thus D c D and further D = D, showing that D is a closed
subset of U. Finally, by the connectedness of U, we have D = U, and the

proposition follows.   D
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